Caring for my house bunnies

Tulip using her litter tray

Poppy & Tulip relaxing together
The puppy pen set up

Here is my daily routine and care guide of looking after my house bunnies.
I do have a slightly complicated situation as
my house rabbits have to be kept separate
when unsupervised. They love each other
very much, but can fight at anytime and the
fights they have are very serious ones, so
I have to supervise my 2 house rabbits the
whole time they are together, but I wouldn’t
change them for the world!
They live in separate puppy pens placed next to
each other.

Exercise:
D In the weekday mornings
I let them out for about 45
mins to an hour each. Luckily
they can be trusted to be left
downstairs free to roam, but
as they cannot be left alone
together they are let out one
at a time. This means I get up Tulip in her cardboard box
30 mins before my real alarm
to let one out and after an 30 mins I swap them
over.
Then (weather permitting) they have about 30
mins supervised exercise together outside in
the garden during the weekday mornings.
D In the evenings they are exercised again
supervised in the garden for 30 to 45 mins
together and then exercised in the house for
the rest of the evening (2 to 3 hours). They are
out separately while I am busy cooking dinner
and then once I am able to
supervise them again, they
are out together.
D At weekends they are
out a lot longer.
D It is very important that
my house bunnies have
plenty of time outside
so they can graze on
the fresh grass and
also to soak up some
all important sunshine
to get the vitamin D

that they need. I
Enjoying a picnic
also have plenty
of plant pots full of
Parsley and Carrot
tops, so they can
help themselves
when they are out
exercising and have
fun too. This also
distracts them from
those plants/flowers
that are not for them to munch on!
D In the winter when it is dark
mornings and evenings I have an
Loving the parsley
outhouse with a heater. I kit the
outhouse out with lots of cardboard
boxes and tunnels and this is effectively their
playroom. You can easily do this for them indoors
too.
The main thing is to offer enough variety to keep
your rabbit entertained.
D I am very careful when letting them out in the
garden in the winter months to be very aware of the
difference in temperatures from the house to the
outside. If they are going outside and it is very cold,
I keep it to a minimum of 10 mins. I know they are ok
with the cold and they adore the snow, but its about
returning to a heated house which is the problem.
We take our coat off when we get in, but they can’t
so It helps to turn the heating off or turn it down when
you go outside with them . Putting a fan on also helps
cool the air for them to help adjust when they come
back in.
D As soon as I am at home one of their pen doors will
be open. And I swap between the 2 of them. Most of
the time they do stay in their pens rather than come
out, but its nice that they have the choice to come out
if they wish. I have caught Tulip many times binkying
in and out of just the entrance part to her pen when I
have left the door open. After the binkying stopped,
she chose to stay in the pen. This just goes to show
they love having the choice. (Or I have a slightly mad
bunny!)

Enjoying the outdoors

Litter training
D I found it very easy to toilet
train my house bunnies, to the
point that they even have to
have a litter tray when they are
outside.

Relaxing together in the evenings

Not wanting to turn
the snow yellow

D Where ever I move the litter tray, they
will go in it.
D At first it works the other way round.
You have to place the litter tray where they start
to go. The easiest thing is to keep an eye on
where they go. Place some soiled hay into the
litter tray and place it in the same spot.

D My time with them late evenings is very special to
me. I have an old duvet that I put down and all 3 of
us snuggle up. Tulip loves to be fussed for hours. But
also this time allows me to spot any signs regarding
their health that something may not be right. Rabbits
hide signs they are ill very well, but interacting
with your house bunnies can give you the added
advantage of spotting something early.

Feeding tips
D My house rabbits are fed a small handful of
Science selective pellets a mixture of parsley and
spring greens, plus a small amount of carrot. This
is divided up into sizes to allow them to have this in
the morning and at night too. They have fresh water
(they prefer to drink out of a bowl) and fresh hay
(mixture of oat hay, Timothy hay and meadow hay) .
D With my house rabbits I need to work harder in
getting them to eat more hay as their hay area isn’t
that large. They have a hay basket and litter tray
only. If they were outside the floor space would be
covered in hay, but obviously that is not practical
indoors. Ideally you could add a small hutch
and stuff that full of hay. I have tried stuffing their
cardboard box with hay, but it
ends up outside the cardboard
box most of the time, which
is great fun for them, but not
for me having to clear it all up
constantly.
As long as I provide fresh hay to
the hay basket and to their litter
tray everyday, they are getting
enough hay.
Tulip enjoying her fresh hay

D The key is to make sure you
change the hay everyday. At
night time I turn the remainder of fresh hay put out
that day around so this fools them into thinking its
fresh hay. I also sprinkle dried plantain in amongst
the hay to encourage them more. (Available from
thehayexperts.co.uk or www.burnspet.co.uk) This
also helps with Tulips digestion as she used to suffer
from GI Statis quite a lot.

House proofing
D When it comes to house proofing your home,
I did it in 2 ways. Things that could not be bunny
proofed easily like my wooden dining table and
chairs, I took a lot of time watching the bunnies
around the table and chairs. When they went
to gnaw at them I would either say a sharp ‘NO’
followed by a praise, or I would clap to startle
them, followed by a praise. It is surprising how
quickly they learn.
D With things like carpet, its usually where it
is joined to a carpet divider (the metal strips)
or in a corner. I either cover the place they are
interested in with a mat (this can be placed
down just when they are out, so doesn’t have to
be there permanently) or if it is in a corner I find
draught excluders come in very handy to block
their way.
D With corners of walls and the corners of
settees and chairs etc I buy a sheet of mesh wire
from a garden or DIY centre and cut it
down into bits and then bend round the
corners of items I want protecting.
This works really well as when
they are not out, you can just
place them into a cupboard
out of the way until needed.
Mine are not particularly high,
but just by placing them in the
places you want to protect, it
does seem to put them off.
D Wires are protected with
the plastic cable protectors
you can buy from DIY stores.
Easy chap way to protect
walls and furniture

D I am very lucky that my bunnies are
well behaved and they know what the
rules are. But when they do break the rules (i.e.
go to chew something that they know not to )
weirdly enough it is usually when they are ill and
they are trying to tell me something. Tulip goes to
gnaw things when her teeth are playing her up.

I hope this information helps other house bunny owners or owners to be.

